OKLAHOMA QUILTWORKS
SUPPLY LIST
NAME OF CLASS
MEETING DATES AND TIMES
TEACHER
IN SHOP ON
PHONE
COST:

Hexagon Situpon
Wed. Aug 1 and Thur. Aug 2, 1 to 5 p.m.
Gigi McEver & Teresa Harder
Monday/Friday
842-4778
$30

SUPPLIES

Comments, etc.
Yes

Fabric

x

Thread

x

Batting

x

Hexagon Situpon pattern

x

Fiberfill
10 12-oz bags

x

Pins, snips,
sewing needle
Fabric cutting
shears

x

No

Opti
onal

x

Inventory #

100180599 or
100231049
200262268

See attached page.
IMPORTANT: Do not use pattern fabric
requirements
Use Mettler 50 wt. Thread. You can use
leftover neutral thread from previous classes for
seams. You may want to purchase a pretty
thread to go with your fabric for top-stitching
and quilting.
Request Throw batting COTTON ONLY, NO
POLY
Note: we've modified the pattern for class. Feel
free to read it, but we'll follow revised
instructions.
Stores like JoAnn’s and Hobby Lobby carry
fiberfill for a reasonable price. Unfortunately,
we can’t match their volume pricing.

Get a good quality pair that feel good in your
hand.

INSTRUCTOR’S COMMENTS

IMPORTANT: BEFORE CLASS INSTRUCTIONS
1. A 10% discount will be given on all class supplies bought before and while the class is in
session.
2. We will not call you to remind you of class times. However, you will be notified a week
in advance if a class is cancelled because minimum numbers were not met. If you cancel,
we MUST know a week in advance for your deposit to be refunded or transferred. Our
teachers are paid by the student and we make every effort to fill each class. Please do not
bring children or visitors to class. Please turn off and do not use cellphones in class.

3. We hope you enjoy your class and we always welcome your comments and suggestions.
Thank you for supporting our quilt shop and HAPPY QUILTING!
Please park in the 3rd and 4th rows away from the shop if you are attending a class that lasts more than an
hour. You may bring heavy sewing machines to the back door, ring the doorbell and we will help you
unload.

Fabric requirements
The class assembly directions differ from the pattern, so the fabric requirements are a bit
different. We will be making a two-color "Situpon", where colors alternate all over the pillow in
a checkerboard.
1 yard each of two contrasting fabrics
1/6 yard for top & bottom caps.
Cutting accuracy is important. We strongly recommend you have us cut out the fabrics for you.
Just leave it at the shop one week or more before class with the $5 cutting fee. Your fabric will
be ready the first day of class.

